Kinetics of enzymes subject to very strong product inhibition: analysis using simplified integrated rate equations and average velocities.
Enzymes which catalyze energetically unfavorable reactions in the physiological direction are likely to be strongly inhibited by the reaction products. (Some energetically favorable reactions may also display strong "product inhibition" when assayed in the reverse direction.) In some cases, the inhibition caused by an accumulating product is so potent that true initial velocities cannot be directly determined using conventional assay methods. Continuous removal of the inhibitory product may be mitigated against by the nature of the assay or the unavailability of the appropriate coupling enzyme. It can be shown that if (a) only one inhibitory product is allowed to accumulate and (b) the substrate concentrations remain essentially constant over the assay period (i.e. Kproduct less than or equal to 10(-2)Ksubstrate, so that the decreasing reaction rate stems only from progressive product inhibition), then plots of reciprocal average (apparent) velocity (i.e. 1/v = t/[P]) versus [P] are linear and extrapolate to 1/v0, the reciprocal of the initial uninhibited velocity at the fixed substrate concentrations. Intercept replots give the usual initial velocity reciprocal plot patterns and permit Vmax and the substrate Km's to be determined. Slope replots are diagnostic of the type of inhibition exerted by the accumulating product and permit the inhibition constants to be determined. If all the appropriate coupling enzymes are available, some kinetic mechanisms can be diagnosed using data derived from the reaction progress curves in the presence of one accumulating product at a time.